
The Manchester City Disabled Supporters Association (MCDSA) sits 
independently of the club and all other supporters groups but is officially 
recognised by City as the voice of their disabled supporters. 

As well as supporting their members access football matches home & away 
they also organise several social events throughout the season to bring 
disabled supporters together to talk all things football and feel part of an 
inclusive group.

These meetings are attended by former players, celebrity fans and others 
associated with the game. Simply meeting together and sharing memories is 
proven to have a massive positive impact on the mental wellbeing of disabled 
people who can often feel isolated from society. 

They are now looking to extend their reach by launching a magazine that will 
educate disabled supporters on the superb facilities available to them and 
entertain with stories of interest to everyone.
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U
nder Pep Guardiola, 

Manchester City are 

arguably playing 

their greatest 

football ever 

and potentially 

entering an era of 

unprecedented success.

With Pep at the helm we may well 

see multiple Premier League titles 

and even one or more Champions 

League crowns at the Etihad, but 

will we ever witness anything that 

matches, let alone surpasses, the 

sheer joy and raw emotion of that 

day In May 2012?

Let’s take a step back in time 

and relive the most spectacular 

94 minute rollercoaster ride in the 

history of Manchester City…

With literally five minutes 

remaining of the most pulsating 

Premier League season in history, 

Manchester City were on course 

for the ‘title’ - but not the one they 

craved after 44 barren years.

The title ‘Typical City’ was set to 

stick forever as football’s perennial 

under achievers seemed hell bent 

on snatching defeat from the jaws 

of victory against an under siege, 

undermanned Queen’s Park Rangers.

As the seconds ticked by the sheer 

horror of what would be the greatest 

anti-climax - even by City’s own 

extraordinarily bizarre standards – 

had enveloped every man, woman 

and child sporting sky blue.

Gut wrenching agony gripped the 

cursed City support, tears of anguish 

were already stinging reddened 

eyes as the Blue Moon prepared to 

plummet from its upward trajectory. 

QPR were hanging on to the most 

unlikely 2-1 lead and with it, their 

own Premier League survival.

It wasn’t supposed to be like this. 

It couldn’t end this way…could it?

City were odds on favourite going 

into the match. Proud possessors 

of the best home record in the 

league, unbeaten in 17 months, on 

the cusp of finally laying demons 

to rest and wrenching the biggest 

prize in English football from their all 

conquering and hated neighbours.

That they did so with virtually 

the last kick of the craziest ever 

PL campaign can surely never be 

eclipsed.

When Edin Dzeko levelled the 

score three minutes into added time 

it seemed academic. City had to win 

to edge past Manchester United and 

grab the glory on goal difference.

The Cup for ‘Cock Ups’ – once so 

eloquently articulated by City legend 

Francis Lee -  was destined for the 

City trophy cabinet until the 94th 

minute when Sergio Aguero darted 

into the QPR box, took a Balotelli 

pass in his stride and shot City into 

a sky blue heaven of delirium and 

disbelief.

It was a goal of seismic proportions 

with a huge shockwave reverberating 

from the Etihad to the Stadium of 

Light. 

Fergie, Rooney and Co were 

tentatively celebrating their own 

incredulous ‘Great Escape’ having 

seemingly retained their title against 

all the odds.

The day began in the almost 

universal belief that this was City’s 

Day of Atonement - the mesmerizing 

myriad of twists and turns at the top 

of the table had finally run its course.

When Pablo Zabaleta put the 

Champions-Elect ahead in the 39th 

minute with his first goal of the 

season it all seemed so straight 

forward. The fact a Wayne Rooney 

goal had United leading Sunderland 

1-0 was immaterial – all City had to 

do was win and sky blue ribbons 

would adorn the aesthetically 

challenged, but much coveted, PL 

trophy.

Even the loss of birthday boy and 

powerhouse talisman Yaya Toure, to 

a hamstring injury before half time 

was deemed an irrelevance as City 

dominated possession.

The party atmosphere juddered to 

a dramatic halt courtesy of a howler 

of a header from the accomplished 

Joleon Lescott. 

The insipid glanced touch back 

towards Joe Hart fell horrifically 

short and into the path of Djibril 

Cisse. The QPR hitman buried his 

shot past the City keeper.

QPR had offered all the threat of 

a blancmange and yet were now 

level. Spurred by the prospect of a 

Bolton win at Stoke, Rangers needed 

to avoid defeat to preserve their top 

flight status.

The fact Mark Hughes’ side avoided 

the drop despite losing this encounter 

was hardly helped by the football 

delinquent known as Joey Barton. 

It wasn’t enough that having been 

red carded for elbowing Carlos 

Tevez in the face, Barton then felled 

Aguero with a snide kick from behind 

and attempted to head butt City 

skipper Vincent Kompany.

It was a sickening spectacle but 

strangely served to galvanise the 

West Londoners. As City launched 

wave upon wave of attacks they 

were exposed by a quick breakaway 

and Jamie Mackie plunged City into 

unutterable despair with a scoring 

header. 

2-1 to QPR.

The unthinkable was now 

becoming a harrowing reality for the 

overwhelming majority of the record 

48,000 Etihad capacity crowd.

Possession - and City had 81% - 

may rank as 9/10ths of the law, but it 

was getting Mancini’s men nowhere 

fast as they now laboured without 

sophistication, infected by the all 

pervading panic being transmitted 

from the crushed home fans. 

The introduction of Dzeko for 

Gareth Barry, and six minutes later, 

Super/Mad Mario for Tevez, brought 

a sharper cutting edge up front and 

an aerial threat previously missing.

Sure enough it was the big Bosnian 

– effectively City’s 4th choice striker – 

who breached QPR’s stoical defence 

with a clean header from a David 

Silva corner in the 92nd minute.

Yes, the desperate City fans 

cheered, but it was an exultation 

tempered with resignation that it 

was just too little too late. United had 

already won 1-0 and were two points 

clear at the top.

At the other end of the table 

Bolton had been held 2-2 and a 

jubilant QPR bench and supporters 

celebrated. Win, lose or draw they 

were staying up.

From the restart Rangers 

inexplicably hoofed the ball deep 

into City territory like a rugby team 

seeking to get downfield and gain 

territorial advantage. 

Not so with the round ball game 

and back came City surging forward 

in search of their Holy Grail.

Deep into the 94th minute and De 

Jong nudged a ball through to the 

irrepressible Aguero 30 yards out 

from Paddy Kenny’s goal.  

The Argentine pocket rocket – 

thigh muscles pumping like pistons 

– fired a quick give and go to 

Balotelli, powered into the penalty 

area, eluded a desperate tackle and 

unleashed the goal of goals to send 

City into frenzied, untamed bedlam. 

Typical City - no more! 

Incredible, unbelievable, beyond 

the wildest imaginings - Manchester 

City had snatched the title in 

dramatic fashion beyond compare.

By David Walker – Read But Never Red

www.readbutneverred.com  

@ReadButNeverRed

David Walker
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license does not normally allow.

On arrival everyone is spoken with 

by speed of sight staff to ensure 

they fully understand what to expect 

from their experience, as part of this 

conversation a decision is taken on 

which of the cars will be most suitable 

for the participant. They are then 

helped in to the seat of the car and 

joined by a qualified instructor. With 

each car being fully duel controlled 

the instructor initially takes full control 

gradually handing over as much as 

possible to the disabled participant. 

For some of our members that 

meant they took full control with the 

instructor only getting involved when 

the limits were pushed a little too far, 

for others they would either steer or 

control the speed with the instructor 

supporting them. All participants felt 

like they were in full control and loved 

their time in the car.

The race track was purpose built 

with tight turns, hairpin bends and long 

straight to allow the car to be pushed 

to its limit. Safety staff were located all 

round the track and even at one point 

had to stop a determined shopper 

from walking across the track pulling 

his shopping bag as he “always used 

that route to get to Debenhams..” 

At the end of the session speed of 

sight staff interviewed all participants, 

every single one of them spoke 

enthusiastically about the experience 

and were all gutted to have to switch 

to a boring road car for the journey 

home. Family and friends of all 

participants looked on in awe at how 

fast the cars were being driven and 

just how much everyone had enjoyed 

themselves.

If there is enough demand we 

will look to run another track day in 

the future. If your are interested in 

taking part simply let us know, if you 

are interested in making a donation 

to allow us to keep the cost to a 

minimum for our members please also 

just contact us mark@mcdsa.co.uk 

07740859216

A
t one of last 

seasons meetings 

John Galloway 

of an amazing 

charity called 

Speed of Sight 

came to talk to 

our members about their activities.

Speed Of Sight is an organisation 

committed to the promotion of 

opportunity for all. They like to focus 

on what people CAN do, rather than 

what they CANNOT.

When people are able to take part 

in a sporting or physical activity they 

find that it improves their self-esteem, 

social interaction and physical and 

mental wellbeing.

With this in mind Speed Of Sight, 

inspired by one of its co-founders Mike 

Newman, the multiple blind land and 

water speed record holder, provides 

a new experience for people with 

disabilities.

Speed Of Sight have had three cars 

specially designed and built - two 

race cars and one off-road buggy. 

They allow people of all ages with 

disabilities to enjoy the excitement 

and thrill of motorsports. Their cars, 

named after Mike’s guide dogs, are 

specially designed with dual controls, 

twin steering wheels and their buggy 

has hand controls. Their experiences 

take place countrywide at racing 

circuits, off road tracks or any venue 

with a large enough car park or area 

where a circuit can be created.

Former City player 

Gary Owen was in 

attendance at the meeting 

and was so impressed he immediately 

put his hand in his pocket and made a 

large donation that allowed us to take 

ten on our members on a track day 

experience in the overflow car park of 

the Trafford Centre.

Our experience was held on a cold 

April day, everyone had individual time 

slots which avoided anyone having to 

wait around for their turn. Our members 

were a mix of people who unfortunately 

won’t ever get the chance to drive a 

road car due to their disabilities, people 

who have had to give up their driving 

license and others (myself included) 

who just wanted to drive at speeds their 

SPEED 
OF SIGHT
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